
Oly Reception Station Collection



oly ureception
 A great fit for an executive reception area with plenty of work space and 
ample storage. Featuring clean lines and a bold geometric solid surface 
transaction top. Perfect for high traffic areas, solid surface is durable and non 
porous for easy cleaning. It has a pleasing modern aesthetic while providing 
space for efficient uncluttered workspace; Oly Reception is a flexible solution 
to fulfill the requirements of any space.



oly singlereception
Oly Single Reception stations are designed to help you inform visitors with 
plenty of room for way finding or your logo. Start with the single desk and add 
components that can be tailored to support whatever your technology, work 
process, and staffing needs. Not only will an Oly Reception Station make a 
positive statement about your company, but the care and construction will 
keep generating these impressions for years to come.



oly multireception
Increase interaction and collaboration with Oly multi reception in an open floor 
plan. Configure each station to be  sleek and functional with a multitude of 
sizes and options, while maximizing the efficiency of any space. Utilizing soft 
close euro lift hinges on the overhead doors to make a space saving impact. 
Create a sense of community and fun with a connected work environment. 
Oly Reception Stations are offered in your choice of engineered veneers, most 
of which are FSC certified, or high quality textured wood grain laminates.





oly curvedreception
A sweeping curved reception combined with the durability of a solid surface 
transaction top is ideal for high traffic areas. Make a clean modern statement 
as clients enter your office. Curved reception sections are 42 inches high with 
transaction top or 30 inches high without, each quarter round section is 45 
inches wide.

*Back lit logos are not available on curved solid surface transaction tops



custom reception
Oly is just the beginning of what we can create for you. No matter how big 
or small your reception area is, we will work with you to make the perfect 
reception station to meet your space requirements, storage needs and 
budget. Create the perfect design impression for your office. 
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At Coriander Designs, we are PROUD to manufacture all our products in America.  
Since 1979, Coriander Designs’ business model of keeping its manufacturing in the USA 
has resulted in a smaller eco-footprint, local job creation and long term manufacturing 
stability.  At our Woodinville, Washington headquarters, we are able to be flexible in our 
product offerings, thus meeting the customers needs efficiently and effectively.  We 
have total control over materials that allows for the assurance of the highest quality. 

Designed for you / Built to last the test of time.


